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Dear Marketer, Did you know that Google paid $1.65 billion for Youtube recently? And before that Friends

Reunited sold for $250 million? These are some of the big sites that have sold and hit the news. There

are sites being sold every day for thousands, tens of thousands and even millions of dollars. Sites that

regular people like you and I have built and decided to sell. Recently someone sold a site that was under

a year old for half a million dollars. Not bad eh? Would you like to be able to sell a site and earn that kind

of cash? Or even just sell sites to cover your bills and living expenses? Surprisingly, its not too hard to do

if you are willing to do some work and be creative. People are selling sites every day and earning from it

and its a market that you too can tap into and enjoy an additional stream of income. You can create

yourself a full time income or just some extra cash, its up to you, from site flipping. Its a great source of

additional income. Lets face it, in this economic climate we could all do with a bit more security some

extra income would give us. Recession Proof Your Site Flipping Business Hot off the presses, this

complete, step by step video guide will guide you through the entire process of site flipping. The Site

Flipping Profit Blueprint program will take you from the beginning of finding ideas through to what site

flipping is to how to flip a site and maximize your profits. This program will show you everything to flip

sites whether you are new to the subject or just starting out. The Site Flipping Profit Blueprint program

focuses on a very different approach to site flipping to many other programs. It focuses on a strategy

which maximizes your profits and your chances of a sale with every single site. It does not focus on

creating junk sites and hoping to sell them for a few dollars. This program is about maximizing your profits

and sales through understanding what your buyers want and providing it to them. The possibiities with

site flipping are limitless - its up to you whether you shoot for a four, five, six or even seven figure income.

Whichever you want - it is possible when you start to flip sites. Site Building Expert Reveals All Ive

created hundreds of sites over the years, most of which Ive kept, some of which Ive sold. Ive sold sites for

anything from a couple of hundred bucks up to several thousand and higher. These are sites that didnt

take long to create and earned some nice extra money. Building a site to flip is very different to creating a

site for yourself. You need to think about many different things and to not get emotionally involved with
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your site. Many people make the mistake of building a site to flip as if they were building the site for

themselves. Wrong! Do that and it will reduce your potential market of buyers. Think magnolia, as in

decorating a house to flip, when creating your website. You want it to be easy to sell and simple for your

buyer to take over. The last thing you want is for it to be to personalized to sell. The Site Flipping Profit

Blueprint will show you everything you need to know in order to create these profitable sites day in and

day out. Learn exactly what your buyers want from a site they are going to buy Discover the number 1

place to sell your site and the one place you must avoid listing your site Understand precisely what you

need from keywords and why selecting the right keywords can maximize your profits Create The Income

You Desire You will have heard of site flipping and may even have given it a go, but how much did you

make? Did your site sell for its full potential? The Site Flipping Profit Blueprint program has been created

to extra the maximum profit from your site. It focuses on getting in to the mind of your buyer and showing

you what they want. From this you can create a site to flip that your buyers will flock to buy and pay top

dollar for. Lets face it, would you prefer to work for $5 an hour or $50 an hour? The latter would be more

preferable, wouldnt it? Implementing the information in this program is like giving yourself a payrise!

Learn what you can do to triple the value of your site Understand exactly what you need to put on your

listing to ensure it sells Understand when to keep a site and when you need to sell it The Site Flipping

Profit Blueprint program runs for over two hours and fifteen minutes and includes a comprehensive

manual, showing you exactly what you need to know in order to succeed as a site flipper. As well as the

47 page manual, you will get thirteen detailed videos, showing you : 1 : Introduction 8m 41s Be

introduced to the world of site flipping and learn why it is a great additional stream of income. 2 : What

Makes A Good Flip? 13m 02s Understand what makes a good site for you to sell for profit. 3 : Do You

Keep It? 8m 21s If your site is earning money, do you sell it or do you keep it? Find out in this video. 4 :

Finding Ideas 6m 22s Learn where you can easily find hundreds of ideas for sites to create to sell. 5 :

Where To Sell 25m 02s Be walked through the best place for you to sell your website for maximum profit

with a huge market. 6 : Great Place To Sell 8m 49s A great place to sell your site where it will be snapped

up by hungry buyers quickly. 7 : New Place To Sell 10m 49s A new and very popular marketplace for you

to sell your site for maximum profit to hungry buyers. 8 : Where Not To Sell 9m 13s See the one place

people tell you to sell your site that you should avoid at all costs! 9 : Creating Your Site 10m 23s Learn

how to create a site so that it will sell quickly for maximum profit. Understand what not to do that could



wreck your site sale. 10 : Keyword Research 9m 56s Understand how to find keywords that you can rank

for quickly and get traffic from to boost the value of your site. 11 : Traffic Building 8m 18s An overview of

driving traffic to your website ready for you to flip it for maximum profit. 12 : Site Flipping Tips 10m 35s

Tips and advice on how to maximize your profit from each site you flip. 13 : Summary 7m 30s A summary

of the course and advice on how to take your site flipping to the next level And of course, I cant leave you

with just that when there is even more value I can give you. Adding Extra Value! Along with the complete

Site Flipping Profit Blueprint video program, you will get each of these bonus items, specially chosen to

help you earn from selling sites and make site flipping easier for you. Free Bonus Gift #1 bonus name

($ss Value) bonus picture bonus description Free Bonus Gift #2 bonus name ($ss Value) bonus picture

bonus description Free Bonus Gift #3 bonus name ($ss Value) bonus picture bonus description When

you purchase the Site Flipping Profit Blueprint program you will have a full 60 days to review the product

and ensure your satisfaction. I am 100 confident you will be absolutely delighted with everything you will

learn from this high quality video training. You are covered by my iron clad, no quibbles satisfaction policy

which means if you are not totally delighted with this program you will get a rapid and courteous refund.

This product works and is guaranteed to be fluff free. This program has been created to walk you through

the process of selling a site from finding ideas through to creating your site through to listing it for sale.

You will learn tips and advice throughout the program to ensure that your site sells first time. This step by

step guide will show you everything that you need to know in order to create profitable sites. You will

learn where to sell your site and where not to sell it plus what your buyers are looking for - vital

information every site flipper needs to know. The Site Flipping Profit Blueprint program is available now

for just $47. This program will teach you everything you need to know to create and flip sites profitably.

Reserve your copy today and avoid the pitfalls that many site flippers are falling into and create profitable

sites easily. Yes Jason! I Want To Learn How To Flip Sites Profitably Right Now I want to learn how flip

sites for maximum profit no matter what the economy is doing. I am acting FAST -- So please let me take

advantage of this crazy offer for just $47 before I come to my senses! I understand that I have a full 60

days money-back guarantee to examine my Site Flipping Profit Bluepring video course. And, if, Im not

satisfied in any way, Ill receive full and courteous refund of my purchase price. Order Safely Through

Secure Servers INSTANT ACCESS Purchase Online with Credit Card by Secure Server It doesnt matter

if its 2:00 a.m. in the morning! Major Credit Cards & PayPal Accepted Site flipping can be a full time



income or a bit of extra cash - it is up to you how much you do and how much you learn. This program

has been created to show you how to build sites that will sell, regardless of the economic climate. With

the information in this program you will be able to step away from the herd and leave the behind with the

profit you make from your site flips. The site flipping market is still alive and well and there is a lot of

money to be made in it if you know what you are doing. The Site Flipping Profit Blueprint program has

been created to show you exactly how to create and market these profitable sites. Take action now and

reserve your copy of the Site Flipping Profit Blueprint program. In over two hours and fiteen minutes of

information you will learn everything you ever wanted to know about creating profitable sites to flip. This

powerful information is guaranteed to help you increase your earnings to a level only limited by your

imagination and inginuity! Maybe next year, with the information in this course, you will flip your half a

million dollar site? You never know. Yours in success and profit P.S. You can download the Site Flipping

Profit Blueprint program right now and be creating your profitable sites in just a couple of hours.

Remember, you have a whole 60 days to check out this program to ensure it is right for you. P.P.S. Are

you ready to learn how to flip sites profitably even in the darkest depths of the economic recession? If so,

click here now. Copyright All Rights Reserved Jason E Johns Privacy Policy | Earnings Disclaimer |
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